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Abstract
Given an initial rectangular range or k nearest neighbor (k-nn) query (using the L∞ metric), we consider
the problems of incrementally extending the query by increasing the size of the range, or by increasing k, and
reporting the new points incorporated by each extension. Although both problems may be solved trivially by
repeatedly applying a traditional range query or L∞ k-nn algorithm, such solutions do not minimize the overall
time to process all extensions. We present algorithms that obtain efficient overall query times by performing novel
searches of multiple range trees and extending k-nn trees, a new data structure introduced here. In two dimensions,
when queries eventually incorporate 2(N) points or require E = (N) extensions, the overall retrieval time of
our algorithms is O(E + N), which is optimal. Our extending L∞ k-nn algorithm immediately provides a new
solution to the traditional L∞ k-nn problem, improving upon previous results. Our search techniques and data
structures generalize to algorithms for extending fixed polytope range queries and extending k-nn using polytope
distance functions. In two dimensions, under the same conditions as above, these algorithms also have optimal
overall extension times. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Range searching; Nearest neighbors; Extending searches; L∞ metric; Polytope distance functions
1. Introduction
In this paper we examine extending neighborhood problems which take a set of points in Rd and ask
for the new points incorporated by on-line sequences of incrementally enlarging neighborhoods. This is a
new class of point retrieval problems, generalizing the well-known range queries and k nearest neighbor
(k-nn) problems. Here we assume many different sequences of enlarging (or extending) neighborhood
queries will be made in a repetitive fashion on a fixed point set, thus justifying time spent preprocessing
the points. In this paper we give efficient algorithms for two instances of extending neighborhood
problems stated as follows.
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Extending orthogonal range reporting. Given a set of N points in Rd and an on-line sequence
of d-dimensional, axis aligned, rectangular query regions Q1, . . . ,QE , with each Qi completely
containing Qi−1, for the ith extended query, report the points in Qi that are not in Qi−1.
Extending L∞ k nearest neighbors. Given a set of N points in Rd , a query point q, and an on-line
sequence of integers k1, . . . , kE , with 0 < ki−1 < ki 6 N , for the ith extended query, report the
(ki−1 + 1)st through (ki)th nearest neighbors to q using the L∞ metric. 1
During a preprocessing stage our algorithms organize the points into a search structure which facilitates
processing sequences of extending queries. Thus we analyze each algorithm based on preprocessing time,
storage, the time to process a single extension, and the overall time to process all E extensions. We focus
on minimizing the total time to process all E extensions. Table 1 summarizes our results.
Although there are numerous algorithms for the traditional orthogonal range reporting problem,
including [1,3,4,6,15], such algorithms do not generalize immediately into efficient solutions to the
extending version of the problem. An obvious trivial solution to the extending orthogonal range queries
problem is (for d = 2) to partition the new area of the ith extension, Qi −Qi−1, into four rectangular
regions and make four orthogonal range queries to report the points. This solution requires O(E logN +
w) overall extension time, where w is the total number of points reported, and it initiates completely
new searches for each extension without taking advantage of the extensions already processed. Our
algorithm achieves an asymptotically faster overall extension time by using information provided by
previous extensions. In two dimensions, when E =(N) or when 2(N) points are reported, the overall
extension time of our algorithm is optimal, a result not obtained by the trivial solution.
There are several algorithms solving traditional L∞ nearest neighbor problems including Voronoi
diagram algorithms [7,11], k nearest neighbor algorithms when k is fixed [10], and all k nearest neighbor
(all-k-nn) algorithms [9,14]. The planar algorithm in [9] is particularly relevant because it incrementally
finds the k nearest neighbors to each data point in order of distance, although it does not allow queries
from an arbitrary query point, and it is not as efficient as the extending L∞ k-nn algorithm presented here
(see below). An obvious trivial solution to the extending L∞ k-nn problem is, in the ith extension, to find
Table 1
Summary of results. wi is the number of points reported in the ith extension, w =∑Ei=1wi , and ε is any real
greater than 0
Problem Preprocessing Storage ith extension Overall time for E extensions
Extending O(N logd−1N) O(N logd−2+ε N) O(logd−1N +wi) O((E log(N/E)+E) logd−2N +w), E 6N
orthogonal O(N logd−2N +E), for all E
range optimal for d = 2 when E =(N)
reporting or w =2(N)
Extending O(N logd−1N) O(N logd−2+ε N) O(logd−1N + ki − ki−1) O((E log(N/E)+E) logd−2N + kE)
L∞ k-nn optimal for d = 2 when kE =2(N)
L∞ k-nn O(N logd−1N) O(N logd−2N) O(logd−1N + k) query time
1 Distances between two d-dimensional points p and q in the L∞ metric are given by d(p,q) = max(|p1 − q1|, |p2 −
q2|, . . . , |pd − qd |).
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all ki nearest neighbors to q using a traditional L∞ k-nn algorithm and then filter out the ki − ki−1 new
neighbors (using linear time selection, for example). Besides the O(N2)worst case overall extension time
of this solution (occurring when k is increased by one on the each extension), the best known traditional
L∞ k-nn algorithms are designed for fixed k. Our algorithm and data structure, however, handle variable
k naturally.
When only a single extension is made, our extending k-nn algorithm is immediately a new L∞ k-nn
algorithm (see Table 1). Our algorithm has the same preprocessing and query time as Eppstein and
Erickson’s [10] planar L∞ k-nn algorithm but requires less space and is more general because k need
not be fixed. Further, in two dimensions, our algorithm has the same (linear) storage requirement as
Dickerson et al.’s [9] O(N logN + kN log k), planar, all-k-nn algorithm, but solves the all-k-nn problem
more efficiently; our algorithm, however, is restricted to the L∞ metric whereas theirs is for any convex
distance function metric.
By generalizing our search techniques, data structures and analysis, we also provide algorithms solving
two additional extending neighborhood problems. In the first problem, the initial query region is a
translated and scaled version of a pre-specified (convex) polytope, and each larger query region is the
polytope at the same translation but larger scale. The second problem generalizes the extending L∞ k-nn
problem to (convex) polytope distance functions. Although preprocessing and storage requirements for
these algorithm are (at most) a logarithmic factor larger than for our extending orthogonal range reporting
and extending L∞ k-nn algorithms, the single extension times and overall extension times are the same.
In particular, our optimality result in two dimensions also holds for these algorithms.
Extending neighborhood problems such as those considered here arise in computer vision surface
reconstruction techniques that incrementally grow surfaces in three dimensional scene data (for example,
see [12,13]). Starting with an initial surface fit to a small set of proximate points, these surface
growing techniques incrementally incorporate neighboring points into the fit until some stopping criteria
determines that the surface has grown as much as possible. Several other applications encounter
extending neighborhood problems: k-nn classification schemes that examine the neighbors in increasing
order or that increase k online [2]; and information search systems that incrementally broaden the scope
of a search to include related material based on nearest neighbor relationships. Because extending
neighborhood problems are natural generalizations of the widely applicable range queries and k-nn
problems, we suspect they arise in other applications as well.
2. Range tree background
Because our algorithms perform novel searches of range trees and extending k-nn trees, a new data
structure introduced here which is closely related to range trees, we begin by reviewing the range tree.
The formalism established in this section is used throughout the paper.
Let V be a set of points {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN, yN)} which are labeled so that x1 6 x2 6 · · · 6 xN .
A two-dimensional range tree [1] for V is a complete binary search tree T whose N leaves store
points (x1, y1), . . . , (xN, yN), respectively. For searching on the x coordinate, each node ν ∈ T stores
the x range of the points at the leaves of its subtree. Each node ν also stores an array Y (ν) =
{(xk1, yk1), . . . , (xk|Y (ν)|, yk|Y (ν)|)} of the points stored at the leaves of its subtree ordered by y coordinate
so that yk1 6 yk2 6 · · · 6 yk|Y (ν)| . To facilitate iterative searching of the Y (ν) arrays, each point
(xki , yki ) ∈ Y (ν) has two bridge pointers [15] which connect it to the successor of yki in Y (ν → lt)
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and Y (ν→ rt). 2 The successor of yki in Y (ν→ lt) (Y (ν→ rt)) is the first point in the ordered array
Y (ν→ lt) (Y (ν→ rt)) with y coordinate greater than or equal to yki . Because successor (and the related
predecessor) will be used often in subsequent sections, we formally define them here in a more general
context. Let P be a set of points {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN, yN)} ordered by some real valued function f (x, y)
so that f (x1, y1) 6 f (x2, y2) 6 · · · 6 f (xN, yN). The successor of a real value r in P is the point
(xj , yj ) such that f (xj−1, yj−1) < r 6 f (xj , yj ); the predecessor of r in P is the point (xj , yj ) such that
f (xj , yj )6 r < f (xj+1, yj+1). For simplicity of explanation, we assume the successor and predecessor
are well defined – special cases are easily handled.
Given a rectangular query region [lx, ux] × [ly, uy], T may be used to report those points (xi, yi) ∈ V
such that lx 6 xi 6 ux and ly 6 yi 6 uy . Using the x ranges stored at nodes, T is searched from the
root for the two leaf nodes S(lx) and P(ux). S(lx) is the leaf node whose stored point is the successor
of lx in the ordered set of points determined by the leaf nodes of T ; similarly, P(ux) is the leaf node
whose stored point is the predecessor of ux . The two search paths determine at most 2dlogNe basic
nodes whose subtrees’ leaves contain the points in the x query range [lx, ux]. Letting C be the lowest
common ancestor of S(lx) and P(ux), the basic nodes are the right children of nodes on the path from C
to S(lx) and the left children of nodes on the path from C to P(ux) that are not path nodes themselves.
Also included are leaf nodes S(lx) and P(ux) if their stored points are in the x range. (Note that the only
time S(lx) and P(ux) will not be included is when there are zero points in the x range.) At each basic
node b, those points also in the y query range [ly, uy] are reported by scanning Y (b) in increasing order
starting at ly’s successor in Y (b). The successor of ly in Y (b) can be located in constant time at each b if
an initial binary search for the successor of ly in Y (root) is performed and bridge pointers are followed
down the search paths (since for every node ν, the two bridge pointers associated with the successor of
ly in Y (ν) point to the successor of ly in Y (ν→ lt) and Y (ν→ rt)).
In dimension d > 2, a range tree is defined recursively as a complete binary search tree T ordered
on the dth dimension with each node ν of T storing a (d − 1)-dimensional range tree of the points
at the leaves of its subtree. A d-dimensional query is processed by searching T for the successor and
predecessor leaf nodes for the lower and upper bounds on the dth dimensional of the query region and
at each basic node recursively making a (d − 1)-dimensional query. The range tree with bridge pointers
can be constructed in O(N logd−1N) time and stored in O(N logd−1N) space. Queries are processed
in O(logd−1N + w) time, where w is the number of points reported. On a random access machine,
Chazelle’s [4] compressed range trees reduce the storage to O(N logd−2+ε N), for any real ε > 0; if the
compressed range tree is used only for counting the points in the query region, the storage is further
reduced to O(N logd−2 n).
3. Extending orthogonal range queries
Our two-dimensional extending orthogonal range queries algorithm uses two range trees, Txy and Tyx ,
to report the new points incorporated by each larger rectangular region. Tiling the area covered by the
extended query into four rectangular regions as shown in Fig. 1(a), each tree efficiently reports points
from two of the tiles. Although four queries (one for each tile) to a single range tree could be used
to report the new points, such a solution requires O(E logN + w) overall extension time, where w is
2 ν→ lt and ν→ rt are the left and right children of ν.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Two consecutive extended queries (a) and the corresponding searches of Txy (b) for reporting points in
regions ri1 and r
i+1
1 . The basic nodes for regions ri1 and r
i+1
1 are unfilled and light gray, respectively.
the total number of points reported. Using two range trees, we obtain an asymptotically faster overall
extension time which is optimal when E =(N) or w =2(N).
Txy and Tyx are built during preprocessing. Txy is a range tree as described in Section 2. Tyx
interchanges the roles of x and y, i.e., it is a binary search tree ordered by y coordinate with an array, call
it X(ν), stored at each node ν ordered by x coordinate. For query Qi+1 = [li+1x , ui+1x ] × [li+1y , ui+1y ], Txy
reports points in regions ri+11 = [li+1x , lix)× [li+1y , ui+1y ] and ri+12 = (uix, ui+1x ] × [li+1y , ui+1y ]. Tyx reports
points in regions ri+13 = [lix, uix] × [li+1y , liy) and ri+14 = [lix, uix] × (uiy, ui+1y ] (see Fig. 1(a)).
We describe our algorithm inductively for query Qi+1 assuming query Qi has been processed and
pointers are available to leaf nodes S(lix) and P(uix) in Txy and S(liy) and P(uiy) in Tyx . (S(liy) and P(uiy)
are the leaf nodes of Tyx whose stored points are the successor and predecessor of liy and uiy in the
ordered set of points determined by the leaves of Tyx .) Query Q1, our base case, is handled uniquely. It is
processed as a normal range query in both Txy and Tyx . Initial binary searches for l1y ’s successor in Txy’s
Y (root) array and for l1x ’s successor in Tyx’s X(root) array are performed and bridge pointers propagate
this information down the trees. The four search paths terminate at S(l1x) and P(u1x) in Txy and S(l1y) and
P(u1y) in Tyx . Of course, only one tree reports the points.
For query Qi+1, the points contained in region ri+11 are reported by traversing the path up and back
down Txy from leaf node S(lix) to leaf node S(li+1x ) using the x range stored at each node to determine
when to descend. The search path determines at most 2dlogNe basic nodes whose subtrees’ leaves
contain the points in the range [li+1x , lix) of region ri+11 (see Fig. 1(b)). On the way up the tree these
nodes are left children nodes, not on the path themselves, whose parents are on the path. On the way
down these nodes are right children nodes, not on the path themselves, whose parents are on the path.
Leaf node S(li+1x ) is also included if S(li+1x ) 6= S(lix).
The Y array of each basic node b is searched for points in the y range [li+1y , ui+1y ] of ri+11 by locating
the successor of l1y in Y (b) and scanning in both directions from this item since li+1y 6 l1y 6 ui+1y . Locating
the successor can be done in constant time if during all extensions (including Q1), whenever the search
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moves down the tree, the bridge pointers are followed and the index of the successor of l1y in Y (ν) is
stored at all visited nodes ν. Since each node on the upward portion of the path from S(lix) to S(li+1x )
was previously visited, the successor index stored at each of these nodes may be used along with the
bridge pointers to find l1y ’s successor at the basic nodes. On the downward portion of the path, bridge
pointers are used as usual to find (and store the index of) the successor at path nodes and basic nodes. For
a single extension, this search may be no faster than initiating a new query for the points in ri+11 . Using
our algorithm, however, many extensions take far less time since each extension’s search starts at a leaf
node and moves only as far up the tree as necessary. Our analysis will show that this saves considerable
time over the course of many extensions.
Tree Txy is also used to report the points contained in region ri+12 by traversing the path from leaf node
P(uix) to P(u
i+1
x ) and scanning the Y arrays of the basic nodes to report the points in the y range of r
i+1
2 .
Reporting points in regions ri+13 and ri+14 is analogous to reporting points in ri+11 and ri+12 , but uses tree
Tyx instead of Txy , interchanging the roles of x and y. To keep the tiles from overlapping, points from
the X arrays in the x range [lix, uix] of query Qi are reported (see Fig. 1(a)).
After completing the searches of Txy and Tyx , pointers to the four leaf nodes where extension (i+ 2)’s
searches begin are available since extension (i + 1)’s four searches terminate at these nodes.
Theorem 3.1 (Extending orthogonal range reporting, d = 2). For the ith extension, the wi appro-
priate points are reported in O(logN + wi) time. The overall time to process all E extensions is
O(E log(N/E)+E +w) when E 6N and O(N +E) regardless of whether E 6N or E >N , where
w=∑Ei=1wi . This is optimal when w=2(N) or E =(N).
Proof. Clearly query Q1 is processed in O(logN +w1) time. All other extensions traverse four paths of
length O(logN) up and back down the trees spending time at each node proportional to the number of
points reported or constant time if no points are reported. Thus the worst case time for the ith extension
is O(logN +wi).
For the overall extension time when E 6N , we consider the longest possible walk in Txy for reporting
points in regions ri1, i = 2, . . . ,E. The walk starts at S(l1x) and moves up the tree and back down to S(l2x),
and from S(l2x) to S(l3x), and so on. Because the walk moves from right to left across the tree from one
leaf node to another, at most one extension traverses a path of length 2dlogNe through the root, at most
two extensions traverse paths of length 2(dlogNe− 1) through subtrees rooted at depth 1 in the tree, and
in general, at most 2i traverse paths of length 2(dlogNe− i) through subtrees rooted at depth i. For each
path node, at most one basic node is visited. Assuming without loss of generality that E is a power of 2,
an upper bound on the total number of path nodes and basic nodes visited is
2
logE−1∑
i=0
2i
[
2
(dlogNe − i)+ 1], (1)
which is O(E log(N/E)+ E). Reporting points from the other three regions yield the same worst case
walks. The time spent at each node is proportional to the number of points reported or is constant if no
points are reported. The overall extension time when E 6 N is then O(E log(N/E)+ E + w), noting
that query Q1 is a special case covered by this asymptotic bound.
The overall extension time regardless of whether E 6 N or E > N is bounded by O(N + E). Each
of the O(N) internal nodes of Txy and Tyx is visited at most a constant number of times since the walks
in Txy and Tyx are partial tree traversals moving from right to left (or left to right) across the trees. No
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more than two leaf nodes are visited per walk on any extension, so at most O(E) leaf nodes are visited
overall. Therefore, the overall extension time is at most O(E+N). When w=2(N) or E =(N), this
is optimal since minimally we must report the points, and minimally we must spend a constant amount
of time processing each extension. 2
Preprocessing and storage are asymptotically bounded by the requirements of the two range trees
which, using Chazelle’s compressed range trees [4], are respectively O(N logN) and O(N logε N), for
any real ε > 0.
Generalizing this algorithm to d dimensions is straightforward using d-dimensional range trees T1,
T2, . . . , Td . Range tree Tj is a binary search tree ordered by j th coordinate with the points stored
at the leaves. Stored at each node ν is a (d − 1)-dimensional range tree for searching on the other
coordinates (in any order) and containing the points stored at the leaf nodes of ν’s subtree. Let
Qi = [li1, ui1] × · · · × [lid , uid ] and Qi+1 = [li+11 , ui+11 ] × · · · × [li+1d , ui+1d ] be the ith and (i + 1)th queries
in a sequence. For the (i + 1)th extension, the volume Qi+1 −Qi is partitioned into 2d axis-parallel
boxes and each tree is responsible for reporting the points in two of the boxes. Specifically, tree Tj is
responsible for reporting points in boxes[
li1, u
i
1
]× · · · × [lij−1, uij−1]× [li+1j , lij)× [li+1j+1, ui+1j+1]× · · · × [li+1d , ui+1d ]
and [
li1, u
i
1
]× · · · × [lij−1, uij−1]× (uij , ui+1j ]× [li+1j+1, ui+1j+1]× · · · × [li+1d , ui+1d ].
To report the points in the first box, the search of Tj starts at leaf node S(lij ) (where the previous
extension’s search left off) and moves up the tree and back down to leaf node S(li+1j ). The search path
determines at most 2dlogNe basic nodes whose subtree’s leaves contain the points whose j th coordinate
is in the range [li+1j , lij ). At each basic node, a (d − 1)-dimensional range query of the range tree stored
there (using the ranges given above for the first box but omitting [li+1j , lij )) reports the points in the
box. There is no advantage to storing bridge pointers at visited nodes as was done in two dimensions.
Reporting the points in the other boxes is done similarly. Preprocessing and storage are bounded by
the requirements of the d range trees which are respectively O(N logd−1N) and O(N logd−2+ε N), for
fixed d .
Theorem 3.2 (Extending orthogonal range reporting, d > 2). For the ith extension, the wi appropriate
points are reported in O(logd−1N + wi) time. The overall time to process all E extensions is
O((E log(N/E)+E) logd−2N +w) when E 6N and O(N logd−2N+E) regardless of whether E 6N
or E >N , where w =∑Ei=1wi .
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.1 taking d to be fixed and noting that the amount of time spent
querying the (d − 1)-dimensional range tree at each basic node of trees T1, . . . , Td is O(logd−2N) plus
constant time for each reported point. 2
4. Extending L∞ k nearest neighbors
In two dimensions, the (ki+1)th L∞ nearest neighbor of query point q = (qx, qy) defines a square
region in the plane centered at q containing all points at least as close to q as itself. We call this the ki+1
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Fig. 2. In the (i + 1)th extension, an extending orthogonal range query reports the new neighbors included in the
ki+1-nn square not also in the ki -nn square (shown here for ki+1 = 7 and ki = 2). The four quadrants L,R,T and
B determined by query point q are labeled.
nearest neighbor square. For the (i + 1)th extension, the (ki + 1)st to the (ki+1)th nearest neighbors of q
are exactly the points contained in the ki+1-nn square, not also in the ki-nn square (see Fig. 2). (For clarity
of explanation, we assume the points are in general position. Specifically, no two points are equidistant
from q and no two points share the same x or y coordinates. Removing this assumption requires only
minor modifications to the algorithm.) Using a novel interleaved search, our algorithm determines the
ki+1-nn square and makes an extending orthogonal range query to report the appropriate points.
During preprocessing, two 2-dimensional extending k-nn trees, Tx and Ty , are constructed. These
trees are defined as follows. Tx is a complete binary search tree ordered by x coordinate with the
points stored at the leaves. Each node ν stores two ordered arrays both containing the points stored
at ν’s subtree’s leaf nodes. The first array, A−(ν) = {(xj1, yj1), . . . , (xj|A−|, yj|A−|)}, contains the points
in the order they are encountered by L−, a 135◦ line swept across the plane from top to bottom.
Specifically, the points in A−(ν) are ordered with respect to the function f −(x, y) = (x, y) · (−1,−1)
such that f −(xj1, yj1)6 f −(xj2, yj2)6 · · ·6 f −(xj|A−|, yj|A−|). Similarly as was done in the range tree,
bridge pointers connect each point (xjk , yjk ) ∈ A−(ν) to f −(xjk , yjk )’s successor in A−(ν → lt) and
A−(ν→ rt). The second array, A+(ν), contains the points in the order they are encountered by L+, a
45◦ line swept across the plane from top to bottom, or more specifically A+(ν) is ordered with respect to
f +(x, y)= (x, y) · (1,−1). Bridge pointers connect each (xjk , yjk ) ∈A+(ν) to f +(xjk , yjk )’s successor
in A+(ν→ lt) and A+(ν→ rt). Ty is similar to Tx , but its search tree is ordered by y coordinate. Due to
the strong structural similarity between extending k-nn trees and range trees and due to the fact that we
will use these trees for counting only, they can be constructed in O(N logN) time and stored in O(N)
space in the same way as Chazelle’s [4] compressed range trees when used for counting only.
These trees are used to count points in wedge shaped regions of the plane. Query point q partitions the
plane into four quadrants (L,R,T and B) defined by the 135◦ line, L−q , and the 45◦ line, L+q , passing
through q (see Fig. 2). Each node ν in Tx defines a vertical slab in the plane which includes the region on
and between vertical lines through the points stored at the leftmost and rightmost leaves of ν’s subtree.
If ν is a leaf node, then its slab is just a vertical line passing through its point. Within the slab lie exactly
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3. (a) Intersection of quadrant L and a vertical slab. (b) The four squares Stj , j ∈ {L,R,T ,B}, are marked;
only tL’s slab is shown. The four triangular regions 1tj are shown shaded.
the points at the leaves of ν’s subtree. For a node ν with slab strictly to the left of q, arrays A−(ν) and
A+(ν) are used to count the points in the wedge formed by intersecting ν’s slab with quadrant L (not
including points located on L+q ), as shown in Fig. 3(a). Let a1 be the subset of ν’s slab points on or below
L−q , a2 be the subset above L+q , and n be the total number of points in ν’s slab. |a1 ∩ a2| is the number
of slab points in the wedge. Applying the inclusion–exclusion rule, |a1 ∩ a2| = |a1| + |a2| − |a1 ∪ a2|.
Substituting |a2| = n− |a2| and noting that |a1 ∪ a2| is trivially n, |a1 ∩ a2| = |a1| − |a2|, where |a2| is
the number of slab points on or below L+q .
Finding counts |a1| and |a2| is done by locating the successor of f −(qx, qy) in A−(ν) (the first point
in A−(ν) encountered by sweep line L− after sweeping to L−q ) and the successor of f +(qx, qy) in A+(ν)
(the first point in A+(ν) encountered by sweep line L+ after sweeping to L+q ), giving us the number of
slab points on or below L−q and the number on or below L+q , respectively. Just as successor information
was propagated around the range trees in Section 3, the successor of f −(qx, qy) in A−(ν) and the
successor of f +(qx, qy) in A+(ν) can be located in constant time at visited node ν if initial searches
of the root arrays A−(root) and A+(root) are performed, bridge pointers are followed, and successor
indices are stored at visited nodes. Thus on any walk of Tx starting at the root, counting takes only
constant time at each visited node (except for the initial visit to the root of course). Similarly, constant
time counting can be done in Tx for vertical slabs located strictly to the right of q. Each node ν in Ty
defines a horizontal slab which includes the region on and between horizontal lines through the points
stored at the leftmost and rightmost leaves of ν’s subtree. Constant time counting of the points in the
intersection of horizontal slabs located strictly above (or below q) and quadrant T (or B) is done in the
same manner as for Tx .
During the search for the ki+1-nn square, we maintain four pointers, tj , j ∈ {L,R,T ,B}; tL and tR
point to nodes in Tx , and tT and tB point to nodes in Ty . The vertical slabs defined by tL and tR and
the horizontal slabs defined by tT and tB will always lie strictly to the left, right, above and below q,
respectively. Associated with the node currently pointed to by tj are two regions and a count (refer to
Fig. 3(b)): Stj is the square region centered at q whose boundary coincides with the side of tj ’s slab
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Fig. 4. Squares corresponding to each leaf node whose slab lies to the left of q . The square fixing quadrant L with
respect to the ki+1-nn square is indicated.
farthest from q; Ctj is the number of points in Stj ; and 1tj is the triangular region formed by intersecting
Stj with quadrant j . Finally, we maintain for each quadrant a count cj which is the number of points
in 1tj .
As we will see, evaluating the inequality Ctj > ki+1 provides the fundamental information used to
guide the search. However, the count Ctj cannot be found efficiently – essentially, it requires an O(logN)
range query – and surprisingly, actually knowing Ctj is not necessary. Instead, at each step of the search,
the counts cj allow us to evaluate Ctj > ki+1 in constant time for at least one of the quadrants. This is
enough to perform the search.
In the (i+1)th extension, the search ends when the four quadrants are “fixed” with respect to the ki+1-
nn square. We describe what it means for quadrant L to be fixed; the other three quadrants are analogous.
Let l1, l2, l3, . . . be just the leaf nodes of Tx whose slabs lie to the left of q ordered by increasing x
coordinate of their stored points. Notice that the corresponding squares Sl1, Sl2, Sl3, . . . are decreasing in
size and hence Cl1 > Cl2 > Cl3 > · · ·. (Fig. 4 shows the slab (a line) and corresponding square for every
leaf node whose slab is located to the left of q.) Quadrant L is fixed when tL points to the leaf node
tL = li satisfying the inequality
Cli > ki+1 >Cli+1 .
(We assume this leaf node is well defined – special cases are easily handled.) When L is fixed, the leaf
node tL = li defines the square Sli which is at least as large as the ki+1-nn square since Cli > ki+1. The
leaf node li+1 immediately to its right defines a square smaller than the ki+1-nn square since Cli+1 < ki+1.
(The ki+1-nn square and the square fixing quadrant L are marked in Fig. 4.) When all four quadrants are
fixed, the smallest Stj , j ∈ {L,R,T ,B}, is the ki+1-nn square. A quadrant which is not yet fixed is said
to be free.
In the (i + 1)th extension, our algorithm performs four searches of Tx and Ty for the four leaf nodes
whose corresponding squares fix the four quadrants with respect to the ki+1-nn square. The search begins
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with tj , j ∈ {L,R,T ,B}, pointing to the leaf node whose square fixes quadrant j with respect to the
ki-nn square and the counts cj are known. Each step of quadrant j ’s search is determined by evaluating
the inequality Ctj > ki+1.
We describe quadrant L’s search assuming CtL > ki+1 can be evaluated and then afterwards discuss the
crucial step of evaluating this inequality. Evaluating the inequality allows us to guide quadrant L’s search
in the following way. As stated above, leaf nodes l1, l2, l3, . . . in Tx are such that Cl1 > Cl2 > Cl3 > · · ·.
For the node currently pointed to by tL with slab to the left of q, let lh be tL’s subtree’s leftmost leaf
node. Evaluating the inequality CtL > ki+1 is equivalent to testing if Clh > ki+1 since StL and Slh define
the same squares. Therefore, if CtL < ki+1, then we know Clm < ki+1, for all m> h, and hence the leaf
node fixing L must lie to the left of lh. On the other hand, if CtL > ki+1, then we know Clm > ki+1, for all
m6 h and hence the leaf node fixing L must lie to the right of lh−1.
We now explicitly describe the search in quadrant L. The search starts with tL pointing to the leaf node
fixing L with respect to the ki -nn square. If CtL < ki+1, then tL moves up the tree towards the root to the
first node whose left child is not on the upward path, and then down to this left child. This move makes
tL point to the node whose subtree’s leaves lie immediately to the left of the leaves in tL’s old subtree,
and tL’s new square StL is larger than its old one. This is repeated until CtL > ki+1 at which time the leaf
node fixing L must lie in tL’s subtree. Quadrant L’s search then continues down the tree at either tL’s left
or right child. Let νp be the node currently pointed to by tL and let νp’s left and right children be called
νl and νr , respectively. Trying first to the right, tL moves to νr . νr ’s subtree’s leaves are the rightmost
leaves of νp’s subtree and Sνr is smaller than Sνp . If CtL = Cνr > ki+1, then the leaf node fixing L must
lie in tL = νr ’s subtree. Otherwise, the leaf node fixing L must lie in νl’s subtree, so tL moves to νl . The
search continues recursively down the tree in this manner.
If the four searches were performed independently, evaluating the inequality Ctj > ki+1 at visited nodes
would, as discussed above, require an O(logN) range query resulting in O(log2N) search time. But
using our counts cj , we can always evaluate the inequality in constant time for one of the free quadrants
allowing that quadrant to advance its search one step. Our interleaved search repeatedly determines the
quadrant for which the inequality can be evaluated in constant time and advances that quadrant’s search
by one step until all four quadrants become fixed, i.e. all searches reach the leaf nodes fixing their
quadrants. In detail, while all four quadrants are free, let Stc be the current square whose boundary is
closest to q of the four squares Stj , j ∈ {L,R,T ,B}, and let Stf be the square whose boundary is farthest
from q (see Fig. 3(b) where c = R and f = L). Because Stc is the smallest square, it is enclosed in the
union of the current four triangular regions 1tj , j ∈ {L,R,T ,B}, and so Ctc 6
∑
cj . Also, because Stf
is the largest square, it encloses this union, and so Ctf >
∑
cj . Hence, if
∑
cj < ki+1 then Ctc < ki+1,
implying that square Stc is smaller than the ki+1-nn square and quadrant c advances its search one step
by moving tc up the tree to the next adjacent slab, thus enlarging c’s square. (For example, if c= L then
tL moves up the tree towards the root to the first node whose left child is not on the upward path, and
then tL moves to this left child.) Alternatively, if
∑
cj > ki+1 then Ctf > ki+1, implying that square Stf is
at least as large as the ki+1-nn square. At this time, the leaf node fixing quadrant f lies either in tf ’s left
or right subtree. Trying the subtree with the smaller square first, quadrant f advances its search one step
by moving tf down one level in its tree, thus shrinking f ’s square. (For example, if c= L then tL moves
down to the right child. Note that if the leaf node fixing quadrant L actually lies in tL’s left sibling’s
subtree, eventually StL will become the smallest free square with CtL < ki+1 and, therefore, at that time
tL will move up the tree and back down to its left sibling.)
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Using our wedge counting mechanism, cj can be updated in constant time each time the search is
advanced in quadrant j . For quadrant L, when tL moves up the tree from its current node – call it νold –
to the first node whose left child is not on the upward path, and then down to this left child – call it νnew
– cL is incremented by the number of points in the intersection of νnew’s slab and quadrant L. When tL
moves down the tree from its current position – call it νold – to νold’s right child, cL is decremented by the
number of points in the intersection of νold’s left child’s slab and quadrant L. The other three quadrant’s
counts are updated similarly.
When one or more of the quadrants become fixed (meaning the search in that quadrant has completed),
our interleaved search requires a slight modification. Fortunately, we will still be able to evaluate the
inequality Ctj > ki+1 for either the largest or the smallest square in a remaining free quadrant. To show
this, we first make some observations. By definition, for any fixed quadrant j , Ctj > ki+1 and Ct ′j < ki+1,
where t ′j is the leaf node immediately to the right of tj if j ∈ {L,B} and the leaf node immediately to its
left if j ∈ {R,T }. The square Stj is at least as large as the ki+1-nn square, and the square St ′j is smaller
than it. No points are located between the slab lines corresponding to nodes tj and t ′j . Further, any square
Stk , k ∈ {L,R,T ,B}, as small or smaller than St ′j must have Ctk < ki+1, and any square Stk as large or
larger than Stj must have Ctk > ki+1.
To determine which quadrant will execute the next step of its search when at least one quadrant is
fixed, consider three cases.
(1) There is a free quadrant k and a fixed quadrant j , with square Stk as large or larger than Stj .
(2) There is a free quadrant k and a fixed quadrant j , with square Stk as small or smaller than square St ′j .
(3) For all free quadrants k and all fixed quadrants j , square Stk is smaller than square Stj and larger than
square St ′
j
.
(Cases (1) and (2) are not mutually exclusive.) In case (1), following from our observations above, we
know that Ctk > Ctj > ki+1, determining the next step in quadrant k. In case (2), again following from our
observations above, we know that Ctk 6 Ct ′j < ki+1, determining the next step in quadrant k. For case (3),
we calculate r =∑ ck +∑ cj ′ , where k represents free quadrants, j represents fixed quadrants, and cj ′
is the number of points in t ′j ’s triangular region. Count cj ′ can be obtained from cj in constant time by
subtracting one if tj ’s point lies in quadrant j , cj = cj ′ otherwise. For any fixed quadrant j , observe
that any square smaller than Stj and larger than St ′j will contain exactly cj ′ points in quadrant j . Thus,
if Stf is the largest free square and Stc is the smallest free square, Ctf > r > Ctc . Hence if r > ki+1, then
Ctf > ki+1, determining the next step of the search in quadrant f . If, however, r < ki+1, then Ctc < ki+1,
determining the next step of the search in quadrant c. Thus, by comparing r to ki+1 the next step in one
of the free quadrants may always be determined.
The interleaved search is complete when all four quadrants are fixed. The smallest of the four squares
Stj is the ki+1-nn square and an extending range query reports the points. The data structures are now
ready to find the ki+2-nn square. Specifically, pointers tj point to the leaf nodes whose squares fix their
quadrants with respect to the ki+1-nn square and counts cj are known.
The only part of the algorithm remaining is initializing the data structures in preparation for the first
extension. Given q, we initialize our extending k-nn search by fixing the four quadrants with respect to
the k = 1 nearest neighbor square. To do this, the first nearest neighbor to q = (qx, qy) in each quadrant is
located in O(logN) time by searching the appropriate extending k-nn tree. For quadrant L,Tx is searched
from the root for leaf node S(qx), the leaf node whose stored point is the successor of qx in the ordering
of the points determined by the leaf nodes of Tx (i.e., by increasing x coordinate). For constant time
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counting of points in wedges, the searches of arrays A−(root) and A+(root) are done at this time, and the
bridge pointers are followed and successor indices stored at visited nodes. From S(qx), the search moves
up the tree to the first node whose left child is not on the upward path, and then down to this left child.
This is repeated until reaching a left child ν whose slab has at least one point in quadrant L (determined
using our wedge counting mechanism). The first nearest neighbor to q in quadrant L must then lie in
either ν’s left or right subtree. Determining which subtree is done by counting the number of ν→ rt’s
slab points in L. If ν→ rt’s slab has at least one point in L, then the search continues down the tree
at ν→ rt; otherwise it continues down the tree at ν→ lt. Eventually the search reaches the leaf node
whose stored point is the nearest neighbor to q in L. The nearest neighbors in the other three quadrants
are found similarly. The point closest to q of these four points is q’s nearest neighbor and defines the
nearest neighbor square. Each quadrant is then fixed with respect to this square in O(logN) time by
searching Tx or Ty for the appropriate leaf node and making tj point to it. Counts cj are initialized to
either zero or one depending on whether or not the point on tj ’s slab line lies in quadrant j .
Theorem 4.1 (Extending L∞ k nearest neighbors, d = 2). For the ith extension, the ki − ki−1
appropriate points are reported in O(logN+ki−ki−1) time. The overall time to process all E extensions
is O(E log(N/E)+E + kE), which is optimal when kE =2(N).
Proof. Initializing the search by fixing the four quadrants with respect to the first nearest neighbor
square takes O(logN) time. All other extensions traverse four paths of length O(logN) up and back
down the tree spending constant time at each node updating counts and determining which quadrant
will execute the next step of its search. Thus the worst case time to find the ki -nn square is O(logN).
Reporting the points requires O(logN + ki − ki−1) time by Theorem 3.1. A proof similar to that in
Theorem 3.1 shows the upper bound on the total number of nodes visited over all extensions is bounded
by O(E log(N/E) + E), noting that here E 6 N from the problem definition. Since constant time is
spent at each node, the overall time to find all E nearest neighbor squares is also O(E log(N/E)+E).
Reporting the points requires O(E log(N/E)+ E + kE) time by Theorem 3.1. When kE =2(N), this
is optimal since O(E log(N/E)+ E + kE) is O(N) (when E 6 N ) and minimally we must report the
points. 2
Preprocessing and storage are asymptotically bounded by the requirements of the two-dimensional
extending range reporting algorithm.
Generalizing our extending k-nn algorithm to higher dimensions is fairly straightforward using
d-dimensional k-nn trees T1, . . . , Td . At query time, query point q partitions Rd into 2d unbounded
pyramids. Each pyramid has q at its apex, its base is a face of an infinitely large, axis aligned
d-dimensional cube centered at q, and it is bounded on the sides by 2(d − 1) hyperplanes, one bounding
hyperplane for each facet of the base. Each tree Tj is a complete binary search tree ordered on the j th
dimension with the points stored at the leaves. The nodes of tree Tj store data structures (described
below) for counting points in the intersections of pyramids aligned with the j th coordinate axis and slabs
bounded by hyperplanes orthogonal to that axis.
Consider node ν in Tj whose slab contains n points and an intersecting pyramid aligned with the
j th coordinate axis such that the apex of the pyramid is not inside the slab. Let ai be the subset of the
n points located in the halfspace determined by the pyramid’s ith bounding hyperplane and containing
the pyramid, for 16 i 6 2(d − 1). The number of points in the intersection of the slab and the pyramid
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is then |a1 ∩ · · · ∩ a2(d−1)|. Although this count could easily be found in O(log2(d−1)−1N) time using a
2(d − 1)-dimensional range tree, we can do better. The inclusion–exclusion rule for 2(d − 1) variables
may be written as
|a1 ∩ · · · ∩ a2(d−1)| =
∑
16i62(d−1)
|ai | −
∑
16i<j62(d−1)
|ai ∪ aj | +
∑
16i<j<k62(d−1)
|ai ∪ aj ∪ ak|
− · · · + (−1)2(d−1)+1|a1 ∪ · · · ∪ a2(d−1)|,
which has
(2(d−1)
i
)
terms of size i, for all 1 6 i 6 2(d − 1). Calculating the values of every term
would be computationally expensive but fortunately many of the terms evaluate trivially to n. Observe
that there are d − 1 disjoint pairs (ai, aj ), i 6= j , such that |ai ∪ aj | = n. Specifically, these pairs
correspond to pairs of bounding hyperplanes containing opposing faces of the pyramid’s base. The count
for any term involving one of these pairs is then trivially n. Based on this observation, the inclusion–
exclusion formula contains only 2i
(d−1
i
)
non-trivial terms of size i, for all 1 6 i 6 d − 1. Noting that
|ak1 ∪ · · · ∪ aki | = n− |ak1 ∩ · · · ∩ aki |, counts for each of the non-trivial terms of size i may be obtained
using a range tree of dimension i.
Using this counting mechanism, for fixed d , the total time spent counting at each node is asymptotically
bounded above by the time to query the (d − 1)-dimensional range trees which is O(logd−2N). With the
compressed range trees, T1, . . . , Td require O(N logd−2N) storage and O(N logd−1N) preprocessing.
For the (i + 1)th extension, 2d searches of T1, . . . , Td begin at the leaf nodes fixing the pyramids with
respect to the ki-nn hypercube and follow paths up and back down the trees to the leaf nodes fixing
the pyramids with respect to the ki+1-nn hypercubes. The searches are interleaved with the next search
step determined for either the largest or smallest hypercube in a free pyramid. When all 2d pyramids
are fixed, the smallest of the 2d hypercubes is the ki+1-nn hypercube, and an extending range query
reports the appropriate points. Initialization prior to the first extension is analogous to that done in the
two dimensional algorithm.
Theorem 4.2 (Extending L∞ k nearest neighbors, d > 2). For the ith extension, the ki−ki−1 appropriate
points are reported in O(logd−1N + ki − ki−1) time. The overall time to process all E extensions is
O((E log(N/E)+E) logd−2N + kE).
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 4.1 taking d to be fixed and noting that the amount of time spent
counting at nodes of T1, . . . , Td is O(logd−2N). 2
5. L∞ k-nn algorithm
Our extending L∞ k-nn algorithm is immediately a new L∞ k-nn algorithm by setting E = 1
and k1 = k. We can reduce the storage requirements by using Chazelle and Edelsbrunner’s fixed
aspect ratio, range reporting algorithm [5] to report the points in O(logd−1N + k) time, requiring
O(N logd−1N) preprocessing and only O(N logd−2N) space. (Although the algorithm in [5] is only
presented in two dimensions, generalizing it to higher dimensions for fixed aspect ratio, rectangular
ranges is straightforward using the standard technique of decomposing the d-dimensional problem into
lower dimensional subproblems using multilevel binary search trees.) As stated in the introduction, this
improves upon the best known two-dimensional L∞ k-nn algorithms and is more general since k is not
fixed. Table 1 summarizes this result.
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6. Two more extending neighborhood problems
In this section we generalize the search techniques, data structures, and analysis used in our extending
orthogonal range reporting and extending L∞ k-nn algorithms to solve two additional extending
neighborhood problems. The first problem is to report the new points incorporated by an incrementally
enlarging, fixed shaped polytope and the second problem generalizes the extending L∞ k-nn problem to
polytope distance functions.
In the formal problem descriptions below we use some new notation. Let P be a convex, d-
dimensional, polytope containing the origin, and let r ∈Rd be a translation vector. Then for a real valued
scale factor s > 0, r + sP is the subset of Rd on or inside the polytope P scaled by s and then translated
by r . Using the polytope distance function dP induced by P , the distance from point a ∈ Rd to point
b ∈ Rd is dP (a, b)=min{s: (a + sP ) ∩ {b} 6= ∅}. The two extending neighborhood problems can now
be formally stated as follows.
Extending fixed polytope range reporting: Given a set of N points in Rd , a fixed d-dimensional
(convex) polytope P containing the origin, a translation vector r , and an on-line sequence of real
valued scale factors s1, . . . , sE , with 0 < si−1 6 si , for the ith extended query, report the points in
r + siP that are not in r + si−1P .
Extending dP k nearest neighbors: Given a set of N points in Rd , a query point q, and an on-line
sequence of integers k1, . . . , kE , with 0 < ki−1 < ki 6 N , for the ith extended query, report the
(ki−1 + 1)st through (ki)th nearest neighbors to q as determined by the polytope distance function
dP .
Work on the non-extending versions of these problems includes Chazelle and Edelsbrunner’s [5]
algorithm for reporting points in a translated and scaled, fixed shape, simple polygon. Their algorithm
reports the points in O(logN +w) time with O(N logN) preprocessing and only linear space, but it does
not generalize into an efficient solution to the extending problem considered here. There are also related
results on nearest neighbor problems, including Chew and Drysdale’s [7] algorithms for constructing
Voronoi diagrams using any convex distance function and Chew et al. [8] bounds on the complexity of
Voronoi diagrams of lines for polytope distance functions.
The extending fixed polytope algorithm has the same single extension and overall extension time as
the extending orthogonal range reporting algorithm, and the extending dP k-nn algorithm has the same
single extension and overall extension time as the extending L∞ k-nn algorithm. In particular, in two
dimensions, when the total number of points reported is 2(N) or the number of extensions is (N), the
overall extension times of both algorithms are optimal.
6.1. Extending fixed polytope range reporting
In two dimensions, let V be a set of points {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN, yN)} and let P be a two-dimensional
(convex) polytope having h edges and containing the origin. P can be partitioned into h triangles by
extending line segments from the origin to each of its vertices as shown in Fig. 5(a). For a given
translation r = (rx, ry), our algorithm reports in the (i + 1)th extension the new points in r + si+1P
not also in r + siP by reporting the new points included in each of these scaled and translated triangles
individually.
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Fig. 5. (a) Polygon P partitioned into h= 5 triangular regions. (b) One of P ’s h triangular regions, 1, is defined
by the two vectors g1 and g2. (c) For translation vector r , points in the shaded region are reported in the (i + 1)th
extension.
We focus therefore on the problem of reporting the new points included in one of these extending
triangular regions. Specifically, we have a triangle 1 with two sides extending from the origin whose
lengths, orientations and positions are determined by the two vectors g1 and g2. The third side of 1,
which we call the base, extends from the tip of g1 to the tip of g2, as shown in Fig. 5(b). For translation
vector r , in the ith extension with scale factor si , the ith triangular region is defined by the three points
r, r+sig1 and r+sig2. Therefore in the (i+1)th extension, the new points to be reported are contained in
the trapezoid defined by points r+ sig1, r+ sig2, r+ si+1g1 and r+ si+1g2, as shown shaded in Fig. 5(c).
During preprocessing, a data structure T is built for 1. T is a complete binary search tree ordered by
a sweep line parallel to 1’s base with the points stored at the leaves. Specifically, let η be the unit vector
perpendicular to 1’s base where the sign of η is chosen so that a ray from the origin in the direction
of η intersects the line through the base. Let Vη = {(xj1, yj1), . . . , (xjN , yjN )} be the points in V ordered
by f (x, y) = (x, y) · η such that f (xj1 , yj1) 6 f (xj2 , yj2) 6 · · · 6 f (xjN , yjN ). The leaves of T store
the points (xj1 , yj1), . . . , (xjN , yjN ), respectively. For searching on f (x, y), each node ν ∈ T stores the
f (x, y) range of the points at the leaves of its subtree. Geometrically, each node ν of T is associated with
a slab region of the plane bounded on two sides by lines parallel to 1’s base, passing through the points
stored at the leftmost and rightmost leaves of its subtree, and containing the points stored at the leaves of
its subtree.
Each node ν of T also stores a data structure D(ν) which, given r , can be used to quickly report
those points (xi, yi) at the leaves of its subtree such that (xi, yi)= r + c1g1 + c2g2, for some c1, c2 > 0.
Geometrically, these are exactly the points in the intersection of ν’s slab and an unbounded triangular
region with vertex r and two sides parallel to g1 and g2. The problem of finding these points can be
transformed into a search for dominating points by transforming each point (xi, yi) into point (x′i , y′i )
such that (xi, yi) = x′ig1 + y′ig2. It is easy to show that (xi, yi) = r + c1g1 + c2g2 for some c1, c2 > 0
iff (x′i , y′i) dominates (r ′x, r ′y), where r = (rx, ry)= r ′xg1 + r ′yg2. (Fig. 6 demonstrates this conceptually.)
Therefore data structure D(ν) is designed to answer dominating point queries for the transformed slab
points and translation vector.
Conceptually, the data structure D(ν) is the main difference between the extending orthogonal range
reporting algorithm described in Section 3 and the algorithm described here. Otherwise the search is
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Fig. 6. Translation vector r and two points, (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), conceptually demonstrates our dominating points
transformation. Dotted vectors identify the g1 and g2 components of r and the two points. For r , these component
vectors are r ′xg1 and r ′yg2 and for the two points they are x ′1g1, y ′1g2, x ′2g1 and y ′2g2. Notice that for point (x1, y1),
there exists c1, c2 > 0 such that (x1, y1)= r + c1g1 + c2g2 and x ′1 > r ′x and y ′1 > r ′y . For point (x2, y2), however,
there does not exist such c1, c2 > 0 and y ′2 < r ′y .
much the same. Hence, we briefly describe this search and then return to the discussion of D(ν). For
translation vector r , in the (i + 1)th extension, we assume inductively that we have a pointer to the leaf
node P((r + sig1) · η). P((r + sig1) · η) is the leaf node of T whose stored point is the predecessor
of (r + sig1) · η in Vη. Geometrically, this is the last point encountered by a sweep line parallel to 1’s
base before sweeping past point r + sig1. The search moves up the tree and back down to the leaf node
P((r + si+1g1) · η). This is easy to do in O(logN) time since T is a binary search tree ordered by
f (x, y). The search path determines at most 2dlogNe basic nodes whose points stored at the leaves of
their subtrees are the points with f (x, y) values in the range ((r + sig1) · η, (r + si+1g1) · η]. At each
basic node b, D(b) is used to report all points in b’s slab such that (xi, yi)= r + c1g1 + c2g2 for some
c1, c2 > 0. Initialization prior to the first of a sequence of extensions is done by searching T from the root
for P(r · η) in O(logN) time.
It remains to describe the data structure D(ν) stored at each node ν of T . D(ν) will be an instance of
a dominating points data structure [6] for the transformed points stored at the leaves of ν’s subtree. The
important aspect of this data structure is, as demonstrated in [6], that it supports iterative searching for
the points dominating a fixed point, r ′. During initialization prior to the first of a sequence of extending
queries, D(root) is searched in O(logN) time for information about r ′ and this information is propagated
in constant time to each node ν on the search path. Using this information, dominating point searches at
visited nodes take time proportional to the number of points reported or constant time if no points are
reported. The remainder of our discussion of D(ν) is a summary of the dominating points data structure
and how it may be used for iterating dominating point searches.
For a set of points in the plane, D(ν) is a planar graph whose structure is as follows. First a vertical
ray is extended downward from each point. A point dominates r ′ = (r ′x, r ′y) iff its vertical ray intersects
the horizontal ray extending from r ′ to (∞, r ′y). Horizontal edges are added so that it is easy to walk
along the horizontal ray from (∞, r ′y) to r ′ reporting the point associated with each intersecting vertical
ray as it is crossed during the walk. From each point, a horizontal edge is extended in both directions
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stopping when it hits another point’s vertical ray. With this addition, the plane is partitioned into (possibly
unbounded) axis-aligned rectangular cells. Using Chazelle’s hive graph [3], additional horizontal edges
are added ensuring that each rectangular cell is bounded by a constant number of graph edges. Without
going into detail, we just note that these added horizontal edges are each aligned vertically with some
point in the plane. The resulting planar graph has a vertex everywhere a horizontal edge meets a vertical
ray, thereby subdividing the original vertical rays into vertical edges; each vertical edge stores the point
whose vertical ray it lies on. The graph can be constructed in O(N logN) time and stored in O(N) space.
To initiate a walk through the graph, the cell containing point (∞, r ′y) is determined and then, since each
cell is bounded by a constant number of graph edges, only constant time is required to move from cell to
cell along the horizontal segment to r ′. Each time a vertical edge of a cell is crossed, the point associated
with it is reported.
To support iterative searching for the cell containing (∞, r ′y), each node ν stores an array Y ′(ν) of the
(transformed) points at the leaves of its subtree ordered by y′ coordinate. Each point (x′, y′) in Y ′(ν)
stores a pointer to the cell containing (∞, y′). Since any two vertically adjacent cells are separated by a
horizontal edge whose y′ coordinate is that of some (transformed) point in V , two consecutive points in
Y ′(ν) either lie in the same cell or in vertically adjacent cells. Bridge pointers connect the points in Y ′(ν)
to the corresponding points in Y ′(ν→ lt) and Y ′(ν→ rt). At each basic node b identified during the
search, the successor of r ′y in Y ′(b) can be located in constant time if an initial search for the successor
of r ′y in Y ′(root) is done and bridge pointers are followed and bridge indices stored at each node on the
search path. The cell pointed to by the successor of r ′y in Y ′(b) is the cell of D(ν) containing (∞, r ′y).
Straightforward analysis shows that T can be constructed in O(N log2N) time and stored in
O(N logN) space. To process extending queries for P , h instances of T are constructed (one for each
triangular region). Taking h to be a constant, preprocessing and storage are asymptotically bounded by
O(N log2N) and O(N logN), respectively.
Theorem 6.1 (Extending fixed polytope range reporting, d = 2). In the ith extension, the wi points in
r + siP not also in r + si−1P are reported in O(logN + wi) time. The overall time to process all E
extensions is O(E log(N/E)+ E + w) when E 6 N and O(N + E) regardless of whether E 6 N or
E >N , where w=∑Ei=1wi . This overall extension time is optimal when w =2(N) or E =(N).
Proof. Initialization for r prior to the first of a sequence of extensions takes O(h logN) time. For each
extension, the new points are reported by making h searches up and back down the h trees. The time
spent at each node is proportional to the number of points reported or constant if no points are reported.
The worst case time for the ith extension is then O(h logN + wi). With proof similar to Theorem 3.1,
the overall time for all E extensions is bounded by O(h(E log(N/E) + E) + w) when E 6 N and
O(h(N +E)) regardless of whether E 6N or E >N . Taking h to be constant, we obtain our result. 2
Generalizing this algorithm to higher dimensions is straightforward. Let P be a d-dimensional
(convex) polytope containing the origin. Without loss of generality, we assume P is simplicial and so
each of its h facets are (d − 1)-dimensional simplices. P is partitioned into h, d-dimensional simplices
by extending line segments from the origin to the d vertices of each of its facets. We call the facet the
base of the corresponding d-dimensional simplex.
We focus on the problem of reporting the new points included inside one of these extending
d-dimensional simplices, 1. Let g1, . . . , gd denote the vertices of 1’s base. During preprocessing a
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d-dimension version of T is constructed for 1. It is a binary search tree ordered by a sweep hyperplane
parallel to 1’s base with the points stored at the leaves. Each node ν of T stores a data structure D(ν)
which, given r , can be used to quickly report those points (x1, . . . , xd) at the leaves of its subtree such
that (x1, . . . , xd)= r + c1g1+ · · ·+ cdgd , for some c1, . . . , cd > 0. The problem of reporting these points
can be transformed into a search for dominating points (similarly as was done in two dimensions).
Therefore, D(ν) is designed to answer d-dimensional dominating point queries for the transformed
points. Generalizing the 2-dimensional dominating points structure to d-dimensions is straightforward.
For dimension d > 2, D(ν) is a complete binary tree ordered by dth coordinate with the points stored
at the leaves, and stored at each node is a (d − 1)-dimensional dominating points structure. For N
points, D(ν) can be constructed in O(N logd−1N) time and stored in O(N logd−2N) space and answers
dominating points queries in O(logd−2N + w) time, where w is the number of reported points. T then
can be constructed in O(N logd N) time and stored in O(N logd−1N) space.
Theorem 6.2 (Extending fixed polytope range reporting, d > 2). In the ith extension, the wi points in
r + siP not also in r + si−1P are reported O(logd−1N + wi) time. The overall time to process all E
extensions is O((E log(N/E)+ E) logd−2N + w) when E 6 N and O(N logd−2N + E) regardless of
whether E 6N or E >N , where w =∑Ei=1wi .
Proof. Taking h to be a constant, the proof is similar to Theorem 3.2. 2
6.2. Extending dP k nearest neighbors
In two dimensions, using distance function dP , the ki+1 th nearest neighbor of query point q defines
a polygon containing all points at least as close to q as itself. This is the ki+1 nearest neighbor polygon.
For the (i + 1)th extension, the (ki + 1)st to the ki+1th nearest neighbors of q are exactly the points
contained in the ki+1-nn polygon, not also in the ki-nn polygon. Using an interleaved search, our
algorithm determines the ki+1-nn polygon and then makes an extending fixed polytope range query to
report the appropriate points.
During preprocessing, P is partitioned into h triangles by extending line segments from the origin to
the vertices of each of P ’s h edges. As before, let 1 be one of the triangles defined by vectors g1 and g2.
A data structure T is constructed for 1; data structures for the other triangles are constructed similarly.
As in the two dimensional fixed polytope range reporting algorithm, T is a complete binary search tree
ordered by a sweep line parallel to 1’s base with the points stored at the leaves, and each node of T
is geometrically associated with a slab region of the plane. Each node ν of T stores two arrays each
containing the points at the leaves of its subtree. The first array contains the points ordered by a sweep
line parallel to g1 and the second array contains the points ordered by a sweep line parallel to g2. T can
be constructed in O(N logN) time and compressed into O(N) space.
These arrays are used for counting the points in wedge shaped regions of the plane. At query time,
q partitions the plane into h unbounded sectors, one for each of the h triangles. For triangle 1, its
corresponding sector is bounded by two rays both rooted at q and parallel to g1 and g2, respectively;
the other sectors are defined similarly. For a node ν ∈ T whose slab lies (strictly) on the same side of
q as 1’s sector, ν’s two arrays are used to count the points in the intersection of its slab and the sector.
This counting mechanism is identical to that used by our two dimensional extending L∞ k-nn algorithm.
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Counting at nodes takes constant time if initial binary searches of the root’s arrays are performed, bridge
pointers are followed, and successor indices are stored at visited nodes.
In the (i+1)th extension, we use h interleaved searches to find the ki+1-nn polygon. During the search
we maintain h pointers, t1, . . . , th, one for each sector, pointing to a node in the sector’s corresponding
tree. Associated with each pointer tj is a polygon, Ptj , and a triangular region. Ptj is the polygon q+ stj P
where stj is a real valued scale factor chosen so that Ptj ’s boundary coincides with the side of tj ’s slab
farthest from q. The triangular region is the intersection of Ptj with sector j . A count cj of the points in
each triangular region is maintained during the search using our counting mechanism. Each step of the
search is determined by
∑
cj for either the largest or smallest polygon Ptj , j = 1, . . . , h. We omit the
remaining details of the search since it is analogous to the interleaved search performed by our extending
L∞ k-nn algorithm. After identifying the ki+1-nn polygon, an extending fixed polytope range query
reports the appropriate points.
Theorem 6.3 (Extending dP k nearest neighbors, d = 2). For the ith extension, the ki−ki−1 appropriate
points are reported in O(logN + ki − ki−1) time. The overall time to process all E extensions is
O(E log(N/E)+E + kE), which is optimal when kE =2(N).
Proof. Taking h to be a constant, the proof is similar to 4.1. 2
Generalizing this algorithm to higher dimensions is straightforward. In d dimensions, the distance
function is defined by a d-dimensional polytope P containing the origin. As before, we assume without
loss of generality that P is simplicial and so each of its h facets are (d − 1)-dimensional simplices. P is
partitioned into h, d-dimensional simplices, one for each bounding facet; each simplex has a base (a facet
of P ) and d hyperplanes bounding its sides. To perform extending queries, a d-dimensional version of
our extending nearest neighbor tree is required for each simplex. Counting at each node is done similarly
as in the d-dimensional extending L∞ k-nn algorithm using the inclusion–exclusion rule but instead of
2(d − 1) bounding hyperplanes we have here only d . Only the term of size d in the resulting inclusion–
exclusion formula trivially evaluates to n, the number of points in the node’s slab. At each node are stored(d
i
)
i-dimensional range trees, i = 1, . . . , d − 1, for counting the remaining terms in the formula. This
d-dimensional version of our extending nearest neighbor tree can be constructed in O(N logd−1N) time
and compressed into O(N logd−2N) space. The time spent counting at each node is O(logd−2N).
Theorem 6.4 (Extending dP k nearest neighbors, d > 2). For the ith extension, the ki−ki−1 appropriate
points are reported in O(logd−1N + ki − ki−1) time. The overall time to process all E extensions is
O((E log(N/E)+E) logd−2N + kE).
Proof. Taking h to be a constant, the proof is similar to 4.2. 2
The asymptotic preprocessing and storage requirements are dominated by the requirements of the
extending fixed polytope range reporting algorithm used to report the points.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper we have formally introduced and provided efficient algorithms for the extending
orthogonal range reporting problem and the extending L∞ k-nn problem, two problem instances in the
larger class of extending neighborhood problems. Our algorithms perform novel searches of multiple
range trees and extending k-nn trees, a new data structure we introduced here. In two dimensions,
when the number of extensions is (N) or when 2(N) points are reported, we have shown that both
algorithms have optimal overall extension times. Our study of these extending problems has led to a
new solution to the traditional L∞ k-nn algorithm, improving upon previous results. We have shown
that our search techniques, data structures and analysis generalize to provide efficient algorithms for two
additional extending neighborhood problems, extending fixed polytope range reporting and extending
k-nn using polytope distance functions. Under the same conditions as above, these algorithms also
have optimal overall extension times in two dimensions. We note that with the exception of our two-
dimensional extending orthogonal range reporting algorithm, all our algorithms can be modified to solve
“contracting” queries where each neighborhood in a nested sequence is smaller than the previous one.
For each contraction, the problem is to report the points in the previous neighborhood, not also in the
current, smaller neighborhood. (Our two-dimensional extending orthogonal range reporting algorithm
can be modified to solve contracting queries but only if we add the restriction that a point inside every
region of a contracting sequence is known prior to the first contraction.) These algorithms for contracting
queries have the same asymptotic requirements as their extending counterparts.
Work remains for a variety of related, extending neighborhood problems. For example, since our
optimality results hold only in two dimensions, it may be possible to find algorithms with faster overall
extension times in higher dimensions. Also, the algorithms presented here are inherently designed for
polytope range queries and polytope distance functions; they do not appear to generalize to extending
non-polyhedral range queries or to extending k-nn using the Euclidean (L2) metric. Finally, our
algorithms are not effective for very high dimensional data since the extension, preprocessing and
queries times are exponential in d . For our intended application, surface reconstruction, the data is three
dimensional so this is not so much a factor, however, for other applications such as k-nn classification
schemes and information searching systems, algorithms capable of dealing with higher dimensional data
are needed.
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